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This month marks the 45th anniversary of humans landing on another world. It was a monumental undertaking,
and an amazing achievement for the US space program. I am saddened that this spectacle that united the nation,
and caused so many young people to pursue the sciences, is now being glossed over, or not being taught at all in
middle school American history classes.
Bob Trembley
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An Evening in Wait

This month, several WAS members will be lecturing at
the North American Science Fiction Convention—
DetCon1, and I couldn’t be more thrilled about it!
Some will be solo lecturing, some will be participating
in panels with SF writers, professors, engineers and
teckies. I was asked by the convention to head the
Science-area—I had to find lecturers and panelists to
speak at the con; a couple of the folks I found have
ended up on the WAS lecture schedule as well!
Bob Trembley

Kudos to WAS President
Thanks to our president Jonathan Kade, for his June
WASP article, giving kudos to many of the past,
present, and new members of the club for their many
contributions and hard work. But let's not forget all of
the great work that our new president has put into our
club. Re-building our website, taking charge of our
treasury debacle situation, helping re-roof the Stargate
dome, for all of his outreach work, just to mention a
few. All this and only being of member of our club for
a short while. So, the kudos go to you Jonathan, you're
a great asset to our club!

I got out to Stargate about ten in the evening with my
telescope (shhh, don't tell anyone), prepared for some early
evening observing of Jupiter, Mars, Saturn and a few
nebulae since the skies were pretty remarkable for the
location. The real reason to be there was the wonderful
sky show starting mainly after midnight to be put on by
the remnants of comet 209P/Linear.
The observing of the planets and nebulae went rather
well and I was able to show some pretty good views of
them to several of the public in attendance.
At about midnight I sat down on my lounge chair
looking to the north as directed in great anticipation of
super meteor shower. I got up several times to use my
scope and visit Dr. Partin's scope and also to look in on
the new scope in the dome. I kept returning to my chair
but all I saw in the next 3 1/2 hours was one interesting
meteor (I apparently missed the other two of the
storm), and left for home at about 3:35 AM.
Most nights where there are no meteors expected, I
almost always see more meteors than that evening. I
have renamed the storm 209P (as in phooey)/
Kohoutek.
Such is the life of an Amateur Astronomer.
Respectfully submitted,
Ken Bertin

Bill Beers
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I Did What?
In Jonathan Kade's homages to all the Society members
who made Stargate what it was on that momentous
night last month, the most mysterious is my name. It is
found at the conclusion of a paragraph with a roster of
the immortals, and is entirely misplaced.
Moreover, I do not recall declaring an intention to tear
off the old roof with bare hands. I must have been in
the bag.
G. M. Ross

President’s Field of View
"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times..."
Summer solstice season at 43 degrees north is a
terrible time to observe. Let us count the ways: the
unavoidable mosquitoes, draining pints of blood and
not even giving you apple juice and cookies. There's
the wet Great Lakes air, maybe particularly bad this
year because of the cold lakes, that accentuates every
moonbeam, every Walmart parking lot, every
neighbor's "security" lights. There's the three-hour
astronomical night; if you went to the trouble of going
to a truly dark place, you can subtract the hour or so
that the zodiacal light appears in the east. There are the
newly legal fireworks that are almost guaranteed to go
off within a mile of you, and the accompanying smoke
and light. There's the low-slung night-time ecliptic,
keeping the planets frustratingly low to the horizon.
Then there's the summer sky itself. Oh, it's full of
beauty, alright. The summer triangle dominating the
sky, representing three of the most memorable
constellations. The awesome Milky Way dominating
the sky, with the Great Rift terminating in the southern
constellations and the riches at the heart of the galaxy
in radiant array. Delphinus jumps out of Lake Huron
where I observe - a rare freshwater cetacean.
Summer is the season for globular clusters (M13, sure,
but also M92 and M4 and the hands-down winner of
"best glob in the Messier list", M22), for open clusters,
for nebulae of all kinds, and for the Veil, the greatest of
supernova remnants for dark-sky observing. The
season for easy solar observing from early morning to
late evening, with the daytime ecliptic crossing the
zenith.

observing for an extra week of quality observing time
with Leo, Coma, and Virgo.
Yeah, this litany of woe sounds pretty lame and
unconvincing. The reason we observe so much in the
summer is that it's just so pleasant to be out at night,
especially when the day's too hot to take. Summer is
when we vacation in dark skies with our families and
maybe show a relative Saturn for the first time.
Summer is when we can bring our telescopes when we
go visit friends at their camps and cottages in dark sky
country. Summer is when it just feels right to drive up
to the UP or northern Ontario and disappear off the
communications grid for a week or two. I don't do it
often enough, but I do my best. If you've never had the
pleasure of a week under summer skies, I highly
recommend it.
Jonathan Kade

Image Credit: W.V.King,
G.H. Bradley, T.E. McNeel

Wait a minute, I was still complaining.
Anyway, the point I was trying to make is that, with
this being a culturally mandated time for vacations and
"getting away from it all", most of us have SEEN the
wonders of the summer sky more than any other. Sure,
we love the Winter Hexagon and the spring galaxies,
but we shiver and run inside during the one season and
are lucky to get a clear night in the other. Sometimes I
feel as though I would trade my whole summer's
Image Credit: Rawastrodata
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At every meeting of the Warren Astronomical Society, members or guest lecturers give astronomy
presentations. Here is a list of scheduled presentations for the next few months:

July 7 - Cranbrook

Dr. Dale Partin: Extraterrestrial Intelligence
Dale assess the (scientific) search for extraterrestrial intelligence.
Dale Partin has a B.S. and M.S. in physics and a Ph.D. in electrical
engineering. He is a fellow of the American Physical Society and a
member of Sigma Xi. He teaches astronomy at Macomb Community
College. He also is the Program Chairman of WAS, and has served in
other offices of WAS. He is currently doing precision measurements of
the period of Io, one of Jupiter's moons. This study will take a number
of years, and should ultimately permit the determination of the speed of
light, as was first done in the late 1600's.
Note: Dale filled-in for a lecturer that was unable
to attend this meeting—Editor.

July 7 - Cranbrook

Mike O’Dowd : Earthrise from Apollo 8
Mike’s presentation will be centered on a video clip entitled, “Earthrise
from Apollo 8”.
Mike has been a member of WAS since 1987 and has served as an
officer. He enjoys observing with his 11 inch Schmidt Cassegrain
telescope.

July 15 - Macomb

Dr. Dale Partin: The Distance to the Moon, +/- 1 mm
Dale discusses how optical reflectors left on the moon by American
astronauts and by Soviet rovers, are used to make measurements of the
distance to the moon with incredible accuracy. This presentation will
cover these measurements, the rediscovery of a Soviet rover and its
reflector, and (briefly) some implications for Einstein’s relativity theory.
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August 4 ............Cranbrook ....... Jon Blum .................... Southern Hemisphere Skies
August 4 ............Cranbrook ....... Jonathan Kade ........... Your Eyes and How to Use Them
August 21 ..........Macomb .......... J.P. Sheehan .............. Propulsion system for CubeSATs
September 8 ......Cranbrook ....... Jim Shedlowsky ......... From Peenemunde to the Moon (the Space
Race - 1945 - 1969)
September 8 ......Cranbrook ....... Jim Shedlowsky .......... TBD
September 18 ....Macomb .......... Jeff MacLeod ............. The GAIA Spacecraft: Mapping the Milky
Way
October 6 ..........Cranbrook ....... Dr. Edward Cackett .... Recent Results from BICEP2 - Evidence for
Inflation in the Early Universe
October 6 ..........Cranbrook ....... Jon Blum .................... Telescope Eyepieces
October 16 ........Macomb .......... Joe Tocco (?).............. TBD

Some presentations slots are available for the 2nd half of 2014. If YOU would like to give a presentation at a
Warren Astronomical Society meeting, contact: Dale Partin. firstvp@warrenastro.org. Presentations can be 5,
10, 15 or 40 minutes in length. Topics can include things such as: star party and convention reports,
astronomy, cosmology, personal projects, science, technology, historical figures, How-To’s, etc…
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Astronomy presentations and lectures twice
each month at 7:30 PM:


First Monday at Cranbrook Institute of
Science.



Third Thursday at Macomb Community
College - South Campus Building J (Library)

Image Credit: Kenneth P. Mullin. Celestron Advanced VX 8” Edge HD

July 7 ........ Cranbrook ..... Dennis David
July 17 ...... Macomb ........ Brian Thieme
August 4 .... Cranbrook ..... Alan and Cheryl
Kaplan
August 21 .. Macomb ........ Dale Thieme
Sept. 8 ...... Cranbrook ..... Jon Blum
Sept. 18 .... Macomb ........ Mike O’Dowd

The WAS summer picnic will be held at 5:00
PM on Saturday July 19, at the pavilion near
Stargate Observatory.
Spouses and children
encouraged to attend.

of

members

are

Members of other astronomical societies and
clubs are also invited.
The Society will supply hot dogs, hamburgers,
pop, and some snacks; members are
encouraged to bring a dish to share, such as
salads, chips, or desserts.
Note: The park does not allow any alcohol.
No pets are allowed.
Please bring you own chairs, tables and
blankets. If you plan on staying after dark, be
sure to bring extra layers of clothing.
We could use a couple additional BBQ grills.
SDO/AIA 304 2014-05-28 19:54:32 UT
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If you are unable to bring the snacks on your
scheduled day, or if you need to reschedule,
please
email
the
board
at
board@warrenastro.org as soon as you are
able so that other arrangements can be
made.

Grab some snacks, come on over, and talk
astronomy, space news, and whatnot!
The WAS Discussion Group meetings take place at the
home of Gary and Patty Gathen, from 8 -11 PM, on
the fourth Thursday of the month, from JanuaryOctober. Different dates are scheduled for November
and December due to the holidays. The Gathens live at
21 Elm Park Blvd. in Pleasant Ridge—three blocks
south of l-696, about half a block west of Woodward
Ave.
The agenda is generally centered around discussions of
science and astronomy topics. Soft drinks are provided,
snacks are contributed by attendees. Anywhere from 4
to 16 members and guests typically attend. Gary can be
reached at (248) 543-5400, and gary@gathen.net.

The Great Lakes Star Gaze will be in Gladwin, Michigan, September 18-21. This is a three-day
star party where astronomy club members from all over the state set up our telescopes in a large
field and enjoy dark sky observing at night, plus daytime talks and socializing.
For details see: http://www.greatlakesstargaze.com/
For any questions, email board@warrenastro.org or jon@jonrosie.com
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Previous Astronomy Outreach Events:


June 21 An astronomy program was conducted for Boy Scout Packs 150 and 1959
at Stargate. The evening consisted of presentations and a tour of the observatory. A donation of $60
to the WAS was made by the scouts.



June 25 An astronomy program was made at the Roseville Public Library for the adult reading
group. A donation of $100 was made to the WAS by the city of Roseville.

Upcoming Astronomy Outreach Events:


July 26

Monthly Stargate Observatory Open House



August 9 Star party organized by Kathy Reidt, Wolcott Mill Naturalist, at Camp Rotary Park.
Outreach will be there to do astronomy with the kids and parents.



We are awaiting responses from four contacts who expressed an interest in having us do astronomy
with their students and scouts.



August 23 Monthly Stargate Observatory Open House



No firm Outreach dates have yet to be set for the remainder of the year.
Angelo DiDonato
Help us with Outreach! With the growing number of requests, we’ve developed a pool of
members who are involved with our Astronomy Outreach outings—we could always use more!

Clay Kessler advised that the ring sets should be started next week…see below. D&G has not
replied to my request for ship date on the missing dew-shield and dust cap. On a positive note, he
didn’t reply to my request for final invoice either.
With regard to pricing below…Clay did offer to cover Shipping and Handling costs and to cover
applicable Sales Tax to help ease the costs to the club.
Good Afternoon Joe,
I am hoping to have your rings done in the next week. I am waiting on the proper machine to be available to run them. The costs will be as
follows:
2 TSSLOTA8 Ring Sets
@ $230.00 each
2 TSSDS12 Dovetail Plates @ $60.00 each (these are for the second ring set as mentioned in an e-mail)
1 TSSDS24 Dovetail Plate @ $90.00 each
Drill hole pattern in
Customers base plate - no charge

Joe Tocco
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Monthly Free Astronomy Open House
and Star Party
4th Saturday of every month in 2014!
July 26, August 23, September 27,
October 25

Wolcott Mill Metropark
Camp Rotary entrance


Sky tours.



Look through several different
telescopes.



Get help with your telescope.



We can schedule special
presentations and outings
for scouts, student or
community groups.

(off 29-mile road, just east of Wolcott Rd.)

Contact: outreach@warrenastro.org
Find us on MeetUp.com:
Observatory Rules:

Image Credit: Brian Thieme

1. Closing time depends on weather, etc.
2. May be closed one hour after opening time if no members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements, such as late arrival time. Call (586) 634-6240 .
4. An alternate person may be appointed to open.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending on weather or staff availability.
7. Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no later than 2 hours before starting time in case of date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to call or email the 2nd VP at least 2 hours before the posted opening with any questions. Later emails may not be receivable.
9. Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent the open house... the plan is to be there even if it is clouded over. Often, the weather is cloudy, but it
clears up as the evening progresses.
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Arrival time: I arrived at 6:45 PM (a little over two hours before sunset.) The camp was busy with
scouts and there were a few visitors already waiting for me to open up the observatory.
Weather: The day was hot and humid and the buildings were very warm (high 80’s) when I swung
the doors open and unlocked the dome slit doors and slid them back. The refractor was angled with
the focuser end up, allowing warm air to rise and exit the tube. I greeted and chatted with visitors
while waiting for dark. The night never really cooled off much and the sky stayed clear but hazy until about 10:30
PM. Temperatures dropped to about mid-70 before closing the dome and locking the doors.
Club members: Riyad Matti, Bob Munson, Andy Khula, attended and stayed until close to closing time.
Visitors: Several visitors made it out to Stargate despite the dismal weather forecast. They stayed, asked great
questions and engaged the club members. They seem very happy that they made the trip. In total there were close
to 25 visitors (mostly adults and a few children.)
Club Telescopes: Only the 8” Kalinowski refractor was put into use as the lack of club members and limited
weather gave both Riyad and myself reason for pause. The big dob wouldn’t perform well in the hazy skies and the
group was not too large anyway.
Summary: Seeing was adequate for planetary images and Saturn wowed the visitors while it was visible, but Mars
showed little detail. Alberio was two beautiful star points of contrasting color and the visitors really enjoyed the
opportunity to view it as well.
Next Open-house: Stargate will be open on the evening of our Club Picnic, July 19th and additionally on July
26th for our normally scheduled Open-house.
Joe Tocco

Annular Solar Eclipse 20 May 2012. Image Credit: Ken Bertin
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Date

Dist*
(LD)

Estimated
Diameter**

Relative
Velocity
(km/s)

177049 (2003
EE16)

Jul 01

37.6

310 m - 680 m

21.92

(2007 YQ56)

Jul 02

47.7

280 m - 620 m

18.01

(2014 KF39)

Jul 06

28.2

25 m - 56 m

2.00

(2012 UU9)

Jul 08

51.5

44 m - 99 m

11.54

(2013 AG69)

Jul 08

2.7

9.2 m - 21 m

17.38

(2006 VX2)

Jul 09

60.4

28 m - 62 m

9.28

(2014 LX9)

Jul 09

70.0

49 m - 110 m

5.87

(2004 YG1)

Jul 11

63.6

140 m - 310 m

13.47

(2001 RV17)

Jul 11

44.6

240 m - 540 m

11.43

(2011 MF)

Jul 12

43.3

80 m - 180 m

6.78

(2014 LX21)

Jul 12

26.1

56 m - 120 m

6.88

164202 (2004
EW)

Jul 16

39.7

180 m - 410 m

6.17

(2006 SD25)

Jul 16

57.1

42 m - 94 m

11.09

(2013 AB4)

Jul 16

33.8

9.2 m - 21 m

11.39

(2006 TS7)

Jul 17

39.5

150 m - 340 m

16.39

(2011 PU1)

Jul 17

7.9

27 m - 59 m

5.02

(2013 NC24)

Jul 18

72.1

23 m - 52 m

13.88

(2013 NG10)

Jul 20

68.8

77 m - 170 m

16.97

(2014 ER49)

Jul 20

65.8

550 m - 1.2 km

15.61

(2013 YG)

Jul 22

49.7

22 m - 49 m

4.61

(2014 DJ80)

Jul 23

32.3

15 m - 34 m

2.52

(2013 QV1)

Jul 26

70.6

110 m - 240 m

13.16

(2014 DM22)

Jul 28

43.8

480 m - 1.1 km

28.33

(2012 VU76)

Jul 29

71.0

19 m - 43 m

3.42

(2008 LV16)

Jul 29

52.9

230 m - 520 m

12.33

(2014 HF177)

Jul 30

50.8

280 m - 630 m

7.82

(2010 AF3)

Jul 30

68.9

16 m - 36 m

10.58

Object

Date
01
01
03
04

Time
10:08
19:30
17:59
02:00

04
05
05

03:00
06:59
00:00

05

20:21

06

01:32

06
07
12

04:50
21:48
06:25

12
13
13
16
18
18
22
24
24
26
27

13:00
03:27
13:39
14:00
16:21
21:08
06:56
13:16
15:00
17:42
22:27

28
29
29
30

03:00
01:36
17:00
00:00

Event
Venus 4.0°N of Aldebaran
Regulus 4.8°N of Moon
Earth at Aphelion: 1.01668
Earth reaches aphelion—152,098,232
kilometers from the Sun.
Pluto reaches opposition.
FIRST QUARTER MOON
1 Ceres passes just 10’ from 4 Vesta in
the constellation Virgo.
Mars 0.2°S of Moon: (Occultation
for South America)
Spica 2.0°S of Moon (Occultation for
Argentina & Chile)
Moon at Ascending Node
Saturn 0.4°N of Moon: Occn.
FULL MOON (First Full Proxigean
“Super” Moon (1 of 3) for 2014)
Mercury at Greatest Elong: 20.9°W
Moon at Perigee: 358259 km
Mars 1.2°N of Spica
Mercury 6.2° of Venus
Moon at Descending Node
LAST QUARTER MOON
Aldebaran 1.8°S of Moon
Venus 4.4°N of Moon
Jupiter in Conjunction with Sun
NEW MOON
Moon at Apogee: 406568 km (The
farthest lunar apogee of 2014)
Delta-Aquarid Meteor Shower
Regulus 4.7°N of Moon
Mercury at Perihelion
The Southern Delta Aquarids peak

NEO Terminology
LD = Lunar Distance = 384,400 km (238,900 mi)
389 LD = 1 Astronomical Unit (AU = Earth-Sun distance)
2.7 LD = 1,037,880 km
72.1 LD = 27,715,240 km
Data from NASA’s Near-Earth Object Program Website
http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/ca/
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The Farmer’s Almanac calls July’s moon the:
"Hay Moon", "Buck Moon", and "Thunder Moon."
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The Lambert Glacier in Antarctica is the world's largest glacier. The focal point of this image is an icefall that feeds into the
glacier from the vast ice sheet covering the polar plateau. Ice flows like water, albeit much more slowly. Cracks can be seen in
this icefall as it bends and twists on its slow-motion descent 1300 feet (400 meters) to the glacier below.
This image was created by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), and is available from the EROS Digital Image Gallery.
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OBJECT
By Chuck Dezelah
NGC6939 is an open cluster in
the constellation Cepheus, and is
sometimes referred to as the Ghost Bush
Cluster. The name is a reference both to
its circular shape and the observed steady
decrease in stellar magnitude with
increasing distance from the cluster’s
center. This latter feature gives the
otherworldly impression of a starry
apparition that fades into indistinctness
near its boundary. The cluster has an
angular diameter of 8’ and an apparent
visual magnitude of 7.8, which marks it as moderate in both size and brightness among objects of its type. However,
the fact that it is quite rich in stars, none of which individually are much brighter than 12th magnitude, only acts to
enhance the ethereal ambiance accorded to this celestial specter. Some sources list the cluster as having a Trumpler
class of II1r, indicating that it is somewhat concentrated and exhibits a large number of stars that are all within a
narrow range of apparent brightness, with about 80 members that are potentially discernable in amateur telescopes.
There is some disagreement, however, on this matter, as it is assigned a class of I1m in several places.
NGC 6939 is not difficult to locate under skies where at least 4th magnitude stars are visible. Its position is
about 6° west-southwest of the star Alderamin (α Cephei, mag 2.5), and is about 2° southwest of η Cephei (mag. 3.4)
from which it is an easy star hop. The Ghost Bush Cluster, like most open star clusters, is probably best observed at
low to medium-low magnification, where it can
be well framed in the field of view and its form
can be more readily distinguished from the
surrounding star fields. Although an increase in
magnification will darken the background field
and help reveal dimmer member stars (which can
be especially useful when light pollution is
present), this comes at the risk of diminishing
the overall impression of the view. The cluster
should be visible as a tenuous orb of dim stars
from Stargate Observatory in telescopes of 8” or
larger, although it may be possible to observe it
in smaller instruments when conditions permit.
It is worth noting that NGC 6939 shares a field
of view with the spectacular face-on spiral galaxy
NGC 6946, forming a striking pair from dark sky
sites. NGC 6946, however, is challenging to
observe from Stargate, and will likely require a
telescope of 12” or larger aperture.
Image Credit: Cartes du Ciel

This column is a recurring feature written with the intention of introducing a new object each month that is visible from
Stargate Observatory using a moderate-sized telescope typical of beginner and intermediate level amateur astronomers. In
particular, special focus will be given to objects that are not among the common objects with which most observers are
already familiar, but instead articles will mainly give attention to “hidden gems” or underappreciated attributes of the night sky.
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By Dr. Ethan Siegel

As we look at the universe on larger and larger scales,
from stars to galaxies to groups to the largest galaxy
clusters, we become able to perceive objects that are
significantly farther away. But as we consider these
larger classes of objects, they don't merely emit
increased amounts of light, but they also contain
increased amounts of mass. Under the best of
circumstances, these
gravitational clumps
can open up a
window to the
distant universe well
beyond what any
astronomer could
hope
to
see
otherwise.

a serendipitous alignment of a massive foreground
galaxy cluster with a background galaxy (or cluster) in
the right location to be seen by an observer at our
location, but the universe is kind enough to provide us
with many such examples of this good fortune,
including one accessible to astrophotographers with
11" scopes and larger: Abell 2218.

Located in the
Constellation of
Draco at position
(J2000): R.A. 16h
35m 54s, Dec. +66°
13' 00" (about 2°
North of the star 18
Draconis), Abell
2218 is an extremely
The oldest style of
massive cluster of
telescope is the
about
10,000
refractor, where
galaxies located 2
light from an
billion light years
arbitrarily distant
away, but it's also
source is passed
located quite close
through
a
to the zenith for
converging lens.
n o r t h e r n
The incoming light
he misphe re
rays—initially
observers, making it
spread over a large
a great target for
area—are brought
d e e p - s k y
together at a point Abel 2218. Image credit: NASA, ESA, and Johan Richard (Caltech).
astrophotography.
on the opposite side Acknowledgement: Davide de Martin & James Long (ESA/Hubble).
Multiple images and
of the lens, with
sweeping
arcs
light rays from significantly closer sources bent in abound between magnitudes 17 and 20, and include
characteristic ways as well. While the universe doesn't galaxies at a variety of redshifts ranging from z=0.7 all
consist of large optical lenses, mass itself is capable of the way up to z=2.5, with farther ones at even fainter
bending light in accord with Einstein's theory of magnitudes unveiled by Hubble. For those looking for
General Relativity, and acts as a gravitational lens!
an astronomical challenge this summer, take a shot at
Abell 2218, a cluster responsible for perhaps the most
The first prediction that real-life galaxy clusters would glorious gravitational lens visible from Earth!
behave as such lenses came from Fritz Zwicky in 1937.
These foreground masses would lead to multiple Learn about current efforts to study gravitational lensing using
images and distorted arcs of the same lensed NASA facilities: http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/january/
background object, all of which would be magnified as nasas-fermi-makes-first-gamma-ray-study-of-a-gravitational-lens/
well. It wasn't until 1979, however, that this process
was confirmed with the observation of the Twin Kids can learn about gravity at NASA’s Space Place: http://
Quasar: QSO 0957+561. Gravitational lensing requires spaceplace.nasa.gov/what-is-gravity/
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by Dale Thieme

July 1973

The cover of this issue celebrates the solar eclipse
that many WAS members were chasing on the
Canberra (Frank and Diane McCullough, Dave
Harrington, Tim Skonieczny, Pete Kwentus, Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Alyea, Jerry Persha, and Gary
Morin). Larry Kalinowski offers up a tongue-incheek description of personality types in “Haven't
I Seen You Somewhere Before?”. Finally, to help
occupy astronomers on cloudy nights, “Monthly
Chess Problems” by Dave Harrington.

July 1977

The WASP undergoes a name change: VESPA.
The editor, Roger Civic, has this to say about it:
“Dear members, as you can see
the old Wasp has changed again.
It has been given a new name,
VESPA; this is a Latin word that
means wasp. The page size and
character had changed about a
year ago.”
Roger then goes on to discuss his observation of
image drifting in “A Problem in Telescope
Alignment with Clock Drive an R.A.”. He goes on
to make observations of planet drifting in the
actual sky.
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MEMBERSHIP

INCOME

We currently have 108 members (17 of which are

$50.38

Donations for snacks

family memberships).

$23.50

General fund donation

$90.00

New (2) memberships and renewals

INCOME AND EXPENDITURES (SUMMARY)

$80.00

Merchandise (includes 1 jacket)

We took in $298.88 and spent $334.87. We have

$45.00

Astronomical League membership

$18355.34 in the bank and $225.91 in cash, totaling
$18581.25 as of May 31, 2014.

$10,882.05 Total donated to date for new telescope and
mount

COSTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
$34.87

Reimbursement for snacks

$300.00

Annual donation for Kensington
Astronomy at the Beach
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Dale Thieme, Treasurer
May 31, 2014

have 108 members and $18,581 in the account. An
amount of $300 has been donated for the Astronomy at
June 2, 2014
the Beach event. The IRS has stated that they cannot
find the WAS when searching by EIN to determine
Board members present: Jonathan Kade, Dale Partin, whether or not 501(c)(3) status has yet been established
Joe Tocco, Dale Thieme, Chuck Dezelah, Angelo for the organization.
DiDonato, Bob Trembley
Secretary: The minutes from last month’s board
Jonathan brought the board meeting to order at meeting and general meetings are in the latest issue of
6:35pm.
the WASP. A brief summary of the topics of discussion
is presented there.
Reports:

WAS Board Meeting,

President: Upon bringing the meeting to order,
Jonathan called the board members’ attention to his
meeting agenda. He called on each Board Member in
turn and asked for their reports.

Outreach: Angelo provided a brief overview of both
planned and potential outreach events that are coming
up. Scheduled events will be shown in the upcoming
events list in the WASP and on the WAS website.
Angelo mentioned that there was a good turnout at the
two Ford House events in May. He also described at big
scout meet up event scheduled for June 21st at 7:00pm
where a turnout of 50-75 scouts is expected. Also, an
astronomy program at Roseville public library set for
June 25th was described.

1st Vice President: Dale P. announced that the speaker
for the July Macomb meeting is somewhat in doubt.
The speaker is a WSU post-doc who has expressed
uncertainty in his schedule for returning to his home
country, and therefore could not confirm his ability to
give the scheduled presentation. The search for
Publication: As of the time of the meeting, Bob
alternate speakers is underway.
announced that the latest issue of the WASP would be
Dale P. made a call for tutorial presentations for up within a matter of hours (or less).
helping new members and first time attendees get more
Old Business: There was a discussion of longer term
use out of meetings.
options for installing a finder scope and Rigel/Telrad
It was announced that October 4th is still open type finder on the new observatory telescope. An
for a presenter and that those interested should contact update was provided on the Dob Shed eagle scout
him to fill this opening.
project. Bob Berta and Joe Tocco will have further
details following next contact with Philip. The Banquet
Dale P. announced that he will carry a USB
speaker has been set: Harlan Neuville will present: “The
drive to future meetings to allow for an impromptu
Apollo Story—Shade Tree Engineering. There was
presentation to become available should the scheduled
some additional discussion regarding the award naming
speaker cancel unexpectedly. Other regular attendees
situation and trying to find an optimal solution.
who are capable of giving impromptu talks might also
be encouraged to do so. See Dale for details.
New Business:
It was decided that
announcements should be made for Gary Ross’ Star-B2nd Vice President: Joe announced that the new mount
Que and for an upcoming NRAO event and tour at the
for the Kalinowski telescope will likely not yet be in
Green Bank, WV facility. Both above events were slated
place for the June 28th open house at Stargate
for announcement to club members via the usual
Observatory. Tube measurements have been taken for
channels. There was a discussion over potential
new cradle rings, which will be delivered probably after
involvement of the WAS at Penguicon and other sci-fi
the open house. Also, there was discussion of attaching
conventions where possible outreach or publicity could
a Telrad to the new scope.
happen. The board is tentatively planning a clean-up of
Treasurer: Dale T. gave an overview of monetary the library with a potential book sale and/or book give
details of WAS account, which is described in detail in away. There was also discussion about transitions
the current issue of the WASP newsletter as part of the concerning the librarian position, including personnel,
(Continued on page 20)
Treasurer’s report. He mentioned that we presently
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(Continued from page 19)

duties, and status. The subjects of cool down and
passive versus active cooling of the new refractor were
considered, although no plan for action has been
decided. Some concerns related to placing WAS talks
onto YouTube were reviewed. It was decided that
continued use of Youtube would be helpful to the
membership, provided certain guidelines were
followed.
The board meeting was closed at 7:30pm.

WAS General Meeting
Cranbrook, June 2, 2014
The meeting was started around 7:30pm with 47 people
in attendance

Officer reports:
President: Jonathan opened the meeting and
introduced himself. The attendees announced their
names and first time visitors were welcomed. An
announcement was made for Gary Ross’ Star-B-Que.
The registration deadline is June 10th and the event date
is June 22nd. It was announced that NRAO is having an
event and tour at the Green Bank, WV, with invitation
open to WAS members. The registration deadline is
June 6th and the event is June 22-25.
1st Vice President: The upcoming speaker schedule
was announced for the next few meetings. A more
comprehensive schedule is available in the latest
WASP. Members were asked to contact Dale P. if they
are interested in providing a future presentation to the
WAS.
2nd Vice President: The upcoming events for Stargate
observatory were announced, specifically a scout event
set for June 21st and the regularly scheduled open house
on Jun 28th.
Treasurer: The financial situation and membership
totals were reviewed in brief by Dale T. Details can be
found in the latest issue of the WASP.
Secretary: Chuck announced that the minutes to the
board meeting and general meetings would be available
in the upcoming WASP.
Outreach: Recent and upcoming outreach events were
reviewed. Angelo provided at report of the happenings
at the Astronomy Day event and the Ford House
20

events. The June 21st scout event at Stargate was
announced and volunteers were welcomed to attend
and participate. The June 25th Roseville Library event
was announced.
Publication: Bob announced that the new issue of the
WASP was put online as of 30 minutes prior to the
start of the meeting. (Wow, that was fast!).

Special Interest Group reports:
Solar: The latest solar activity was described by Marty.
The sun is quiet, with only 1-2 sunspots present. There
is some evidence for a prominence or some other event
coming up on the horizon.
Discussion Group: Jonathan announced that the
group meets at Gary Gathen’s house on the fourth
Thursday of each month, starting at 8:00pm.
Astronomical League: The deadline for the current
membership drive is June 19th, so please don’t delay.
Membership is $7.50 for WAS members (normally $30
for non-members) for one full year of membership,
which includes a subscription to Reflector magazine,
participation in observing programs, and much more.
Astrophotography: No meeting for that night,
considering weather.
Observing reports: Jeff McCloud reported seeing
about 30 meteors over about five hours of observing
during the predicted time of the meteor storm.
Although most may have been sporadic, at least a few
may have been Camelopardalids. Bob Trembley gave a
report of setting up a solar scope at the elementary
school fair at his wife’s school. Phil provided an
observing report from his recent travel to Albuquerque.
Chuck provided a report of mosquito shower
observations from Stargate while attempting binocular
viewing.
Presentation (“In the News”): Ken Bertin provided
his biweekly insightful look at the latest developments
in astronomy, astrophysics, and space exploration.
Presentation (short talk): Bob Berta provided a talk
entitled “Introductory Overview of Astronomical
Binoculars”, where he provided an introduction and
tutorial to choosing and using binoculars for amateur
astronomy.
Presentation (long talk): Marty Kunz presented a talk
called “Dark Space”, which provided a disturbing, yet
(Continued on page 21)

(Continued from page 20)

whimsical, examination of all the things in space that
can kill you. The treatment of possible causes for one’s
demise was quite comprehensive, covering topics both
mundane and sublime—from simple collisions, to
radiation, to spaghetti inducing effects of black holes.
The meeting was ended around 10:00pm.

WAS General Meeting
Macomb, June 19, 2014
The meeting was started at 7:31pm.

Officer reports:
President: Jonathan opened the meeting and
introduced himself. The attendees announced their
names and first time visitors were welcomed. Jonathan
announced the key items from each officer’s written
report.
1st Vice President: The upcoming speaker schedule
was announced and those interested in presenting in
the future were asked to contact Dale P. At the 7/7
Cranbrook meeting, Mike O’Dowd will present the
short talk (Title: Earthrise from Apollo 8) and Joe
Tocco will present the long talk (The New Stargate
Observatory). At the 7/17 Macomb meeting, Dale
Partin will present the main presentation (Title:
Distance to the Moon +/- 1mm)

Publication Officer: Members interested in writing
articles or submitting content for the WASP newsletter
should discuss ideas with Bob Trembley. The current
issue of the WASP is available online.
Announcements: Jonathan Kade, after noting with
some astonishment that Gary Ross would be
presenting at the upcoming Sci-fi convention in
Detroit, yielded the floor to Gary to re-iterate his
invitation to the Star-B-Que, at the Veen Observatory
on June 22.
Presentation (“In the News”): Ken Bertin provided
his biweekly insightful look at the latest developments
in astronomy, astrophysics, and space exploration.
Presentation (long talk): Cynthia Maher gave the
presentation, “Astronomical Effects on Earth’s
Atmosphere”, reminding us that with all the focus on
climate change driven by human industry, there are/
were other factors to consider as well. Among others, a
changing earth axis tilt, variable solar activity and
“ploughing through space dust” were discussed. The
analysis of ice cores formed the basis of the discussion.
The meeting was ended at 9:30pm.

2nd Vice President: The upcoming open house will be
June 28th as scheduled. We are awaiting delivery of the
new cradle rings for the Kalinowski telescope, which
should be delivered in early July.
Treasurer: The financial situation was reviewed in
brief. Details can be found in the latest issue of the
WASP.
Secretary: Not present. Notes on the minutes will be
available in WASP.
Outreach: Upcoming events were described in brief. A
full schedule can be found in the latest issue of the
WASP. Angelo announced an astronomy outreach
program for about 75 scouts this Saturday evening at
Stargate followed by another one at the Roseville
Public Library on June 25. So far three new outreach
contacts have not responded back on when they want
us to do astronomy with their groups. We may see a lull
in the activities for the summer months.
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Tune in to Captains Marty Kunz & Diane Hall for
live radio every Wednesday night at 9:00pm ET.

http://astronomy.fm/space-pirates/

by Ralph D. DeCew

Sorry Star Trek fans, don’t get excited. Please take your seats again. This is about a different Scotty, one whom
many of you are unfortunately not aware. I hope to change that for you here with a little anecdotal incident
involving the man and a much younger me. A small incident which had much to do with solidifying a lifelong
interest and passion in me for all things astronomical in the night sky. It became for me, a type of long distance
“outreach” event, which I hope also shows the significance that any such contact might have on a young mind.
During several discussions with some other club members over the past few months, I was both amazed and a
little dismayed that they did not know about, nor had even heard about, one of the finest and most inspiring
amateur observers in modern astronomical times: Walter Scott Houston. My early days in the hobby were built
largely around the monthly columns of this man in Sky and Telescope magazine, where he wrote the “Deep-Sky
Wonders” feature. He did this from 1946 to a final posthumous column in 1994. His columns focused primarily
on objects that could be found with the smaller telescopes which were most common at the time among amateurs;
although he routinely had access to a 20” refractor at the Van Vleck observatory in Connecticut. He urged his
readers to attempt deeper and fainter observations, trying to get them to pull out whatever their scopes and eyes
could deliver. He encouraged them to get outside whenever the sky was clear to observe and study. It was his
(Continued on page 23)
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column to which I turned first when I opened the magazine each month, and I enjoyed his engaging, descriptive
style of writing about the subjects I loved. Walter was also a very accomplished variable star observer, and as a
member of the American Association of Variable Star observers, submitted over twelve thousand reports. He was
a regular star himself at many gatherings across the country, most notably at Stellafane in Vermont, where he gave
an annual speech called the “Shadowgram” to the telescope makers assembled there. In short, he was a leading
voice and presence for amateur astronomy and was so well respected in the field that he eventually had an asteroid
named after him (3031 Houston) as well as an annual award given in his name. So, as a juvenile observer, it was to
him I naturally turned when I wanted some quick and dependable information and answers about some
observations I had been making.
During the summer of 1970, I had been making regular sightings of a satellite that always seemed to follow
nearly the same path across the sky on a weekly basis; it came to the point where I could predict the day and time
it would appear. I was never off by more than fifteen minutes, and I even brought my parents and friends out to
watch for it with me. I was able to obtain some of my first astrophotos, in black and white with an old Argus C-3
rangefinder camera, processed and printed by myself in our basement, of the satellite as it went overhead. To put
this in some perspective, this was the summer after the first lunar landing and the space program was definitely at
the height of its popularity with the public. Satellites remained a big deal with most of us and were not quite the
bother they seem to most amateurs today. I remember my mother asking “Where can you go to find out what that
thing is?” Well, I had an idea where and to whom, and an idea took shape right then and there.
The next day I typed up a short letter to Walter Scott Houston, addressing it to him at the location he placed
under his name on every monthly column: Saybrook Road, Haddam, Connecticut. I really didn’t know if he would
receive it without any numerical address. I have to admit that I was a little reluctant to tell him that I had been
watching the satellite for almost three months since I had not kept a record of the dates and times. Very
unscientific. So I only mentioned the last three times that I had written it down, thinking that these sightings and
times would be enough for him to immediately recognize what object it was. Funny, and more than a little naive I
know now. Well, my father didn’t want me to be disappointed and warned me that such a man would probably be
far too busy to respond to some kid and that I might not hear anything back from him. So to be safe, I included a
self-addressed stamped envelope. Six cents postage! I then settled back to wait for my answer, hoping to have it
before the satellite’s orbit
carried it too low in the west for
me to see anymore.
Well, I only had to wait all of
four days. He used my envelope
and changed the color on his
typewriter to red, typing his
reply directly under the letter I
had sent to him. He then signed
his own name “Walter” in
purple below. Unfortunately, he
didn’t give me the answer I was
looking for and even said that I
may have been seeing a
different satellite each time. I
took solace in the knowledge
that I had not told him about all
the sightings I had really made,
since I couldn’t back them up
(Continued on page 24)
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with dates and times, and that if I had he would have
been sure to have agreed with me that it was the same
one each time. (I still think so to this day!) I carefully
tucked that letter away in my Tasco 60mm telescope’s
manual and occasionally brought it out for another
reading, and always found new inspiration and
memories in it that have lasted for over 40 years. I have
since placed and mounted the letter and envelope under
glass in a museum specimen box. Here they are safe and
can be easily displayed and shown to visitors, whether
they are interested or not! On another note, I also still
have my original photograph; interesting, but not so
prominently or proudly displayed.
Walter Scott Houston was a special man to amateur
astronomers everywhere. He had his finger on the pulse
of the community and was the epitome of what visual
observers should strive to be. With his ever-present
cowboy hat and pipe as trademarks, it was often stated
that Scotty could see more in the reflection of his car’s
chrome bumpers than others could see in their
telescopes. Much of the information that is available
about Walter today is usually gleaned from the pages of
an excellent book arranged by Stephen James O’Meara,
appropriately titled “Deep-Sky Wonders.” The book is
an adaptation of the columns written by Walter over the
years at Sky and Telescope, where Stephen was a
member of the editorial staff. The early chapters contain biographical information from a few individuals who
knew Walter personally, and the rest is a wonderful assortment of his many columns, arranged by month,
including numerous observational facts and incidents that Walter compiled over his lifetime of viewing. Each
chapter ends with a list of the things to be seen in the sky for that month. If you don’t feel inspired to be outside
under the stars after reading some of his work here, you should go purchase a good microscope and join another
club! As the book is out of print, but still available online, I have selected for you a few of the biographical facts
which I found most interesting:


He was born in Tippecanoe, Wisconsin in 1912 and became interested in optics as a teenager after taking a
physics class and constructing a 1 inch, 40x refractor out of old salvaged lenses and a cardboard tube. In 1930
he ground his first 6 inch mirror which was a disaster, but his later 10 inch mirror was an excellent performer
and is currently on display in the R.W. Porter Museum of Amateur Telescope Making at Hartness House in
Springfield, Vermont.



He joined the American Association of Variable Star Observers in 1931 while at the University of Wisconsin
and ultimately submitted over 12,500 observations to them. Variables remained a special passion of his right to
the end of his life.



With degrees in English, he taught at public schools and universities in Wisconsin and Alabama, and during
World War II he was an instructor of advanced pilots at the Army-Air Force’s Navigation School in Louisiana.
(Continued on page 25)
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He and his wife were avid travelers and toured the states and parts of Central America with their car and
attached trailer in tow. Many of his columns were written here on a portable typewriter, with a sticky key or
two. He signed these columns “Walter Scott Houston, on the road” instead of from his regular homestead.



He found and identified his first meteorite while exploring in Kansas and then went on to locate a dozen
more over the years.



In cooperation with the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, he established a Moonwatch station in his
backyard near Manhattan, Kansas at the time, and in 1958 it was the first station to catch sight of Explorer I,
the United States’ first satellite.



It was Walter who coined the term “Kemble’s Cascade” in 1980, when writing about it in one of his columns.
Lucien Kemble, a Franciscan friar and amateur astronomer in Alberta, Canada, had written to Walter about the
long, beautiful asterism in Camelopardalis and Walter was so impressed he gave it the name which has stuck.

Walter Scott Houston was truly a fine man and
interesting character; often called a curmudgeon or
storyteller by many, he was quick-witted and humorous,
lending his skills to anyone who wanted them at star parties
and events across the country. Renowned comet hunter
David Levy tells of meeting Scotty at a Deep Sky Wonder
Night in 1966, in northern Vermont. David had just begun
searching earnestly for comets a few months earlier, and
around midnight was taking a break. David began telling
Walter about his dreams of someday finding a comet and
Walter was slowly puffing on his pipe. Walter asked David
what the sky was like outside and David told him that it was
clear, dark, and moonless. Walter asked where David’s
telescope was and David replied “outside.” Walter then
took another long, slow, puff on his pipe, looked at David
and said “Well David, you sure aren’t going to find a comet
as long as we’re inside talking about it.” David would later
claim that that encounter with Walter gave him the
dedication to persevere until he had found his first comet.
My only encounter with Walter had not been nearly so dramatic, especially since it was not even in person. But
I felt then, and do now, to have been very fortunate to have had the small contact with him that I did. I
appreciated the time it took him to respond to a simple informational request from an unknown kid, when he
could so easily have tossed that letter aside and gone on to other inquiries. I will always cherish my purple, cursive
“Walter” and fondly remember the man behind it.
Walter died in Cancun, Mexico, on December 23, 1993 after a brief and unexpected illness. The next Stellafane
star party began with a moment of silence, candles raised by the hundreds, to honor the man who had once been
so prominent among their number. His writing style set the stage for the next generation of deep sky reporters and
provided a new, higher standard for them to meet. I still turn to the Deep Sky Wonders column first, now
admirably written by Sue French. She has picked up where he left off and I think Walter would have been happy
to know that his tradition continues.
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I had the pleasure of being invited to a private star party in NE Arizona May 28 thru June 4, 2014. I had recently
purchased a Canon T3i camera, with a 18mm-55mm zoom lens, and a 75mm to 300mm zoom lens.
As part of the first usage, I decided to take a table top tripod with me, and during the week took around 800 images for time lapse movies I wanted to make. A couple of things I hadn’t learned about yet, was to take images in
“raw” format for better post processing capabilities in some software. But given everything was in .jpg format, I
worked with what I collected after I got back.
This image was created from 17 stacked images, with the 18mm lens set. Some lens distortion and field rotation
exists, but for a first walkthrough with this camera I’m ok with the results.
Doug Bock

Rik Hill reports his discovery of a comet on Catalina Sky
Survey images obtained with the 0.68-m Schmidt telescope (discovery observations tabulated below), the
comet having a well-condensed nucleus with small coma
4"-5" in diameter and a broad, diffuse tail 15"-20" long
in p.a. about 220-230 deg as seen in four co-added 30-s
images taken with seeing < 2"; four co-added follow-up
images taken on June 10.4 UT show the coma 5"-7"
across with a diffuse, broad tail about 15" long in p.a.
about 230 deg.
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Observatory Viewing every Friday & Saturday evening at 7:30pm-10:00pm
Solar Observing every First Sunday of the Month: 12:30pm-3:00pm
Check out the telescope via a real-time webcam!
Acheson Planetarium Shows:
Daily

2:30pm

Robot Explorers

Monday—Saturday 11:30am Robot Explorers
Friday/Saturday 7:00pm

Robot Explorers

Friday/Saturday 8:00pm

Michigan Sky Tonight

Friday/Saturday 9:00pm

Secret Lives of Stars

Saturday

10:30am

One World, One Sky: Big Bird’s Adventure

Saturday

11:30am

Robot Explorers

Saturday

3:30pm

Michigan Sky Tonight (Ages 6 & Above Only)

Saturday/Sunday 12:30pm

Young Stargazers Sky Journey

Saturday/Sunday 1:30pm Michigan Sky Tonight featuring Back to the Moon

Image Credit: Cranbrook
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Free Public Planetarium Shows: 3 Friday evenings per month, 7:00 PM
Note: Reservation not required. Please arrive 15-20 minutes early to ensure a seat.
Free Science Under the Dome—A free monthly science lecture series
Note; RSVP is required for the lecture

K-12 schools welcome!
Website: http://planetarium.wayne.edu/
Event Schedule: http://events.wayne.edu/planetarium/index.php?dv=&wv=&mv=1
WSU Planetarium, Physics & Astronomy Department, Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan 48201 Phone: 313-577-2107 Email: outreach@physics.wayne.edu

The editor would like to thank Dr. Claude Pruneau, director of the WSU Planetarium, for
organizing this special presentation for DetCon1—The North American Science Fiction
Convention, and Rachael Merritt, for hosting this planetarium show.
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Contact: alcor@warrenastro.org
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Kensington Astronomy at the Beach
September 26 & 27, 2014 6PM-12AM

Each September, the Great Lakes Association of Astronomy Clubs hosts Michigan’s largest free astronomy
event: Kensington Astronomy at the Beach, at Kensington Metropark. Telescopes as far as the eye can
see, presentations, special guests, vendors, inflatable planetarium, educational games for children,
astronomers for students and teachers to talk with, and more!

6:00 to Sunset: View sunspots, prominences, and other features of the sun through safe white-light and incredible hydrogenalpha solar telescopes.
6:20 PM to 10:00 PM (every 20 minutes): Visit the Michigan Science Center’s portable planetarium for a tour of the constellations
and current evening sky.
6:15 PM: Learn about the celestial visitors we call comets. Watch a “comet” be made from dry ice and common household
ingredients. Very family friendly.
6:45 PM: Kids can become the constellations in the “Rescue of Andromeda” impromptu play.
7:30 PM: Oh What a Spin We’re In! From galaxies to planets to tornadoes, there’s a lot of spinning going on out there. Find out more
about the space environment with liquid nitrogen and everyday common objects, participate in some angular momentum
demonstrations, and watch a “fire tornado” come to life!
8:15: Losing the Dark. Why can’t you see many stars from your neighborhood? Learn about how light pollution is making it harder to
see stars and other astronomical objects, and what you can do to help reverse the trend.
8:40 PM: 3D tour of the Solar System. Take a short 3D movie tour through our Solar System. This presentation uses the red-blue
3D glasses, please arrive a little early to get your glasses.
9:00 PM: You Are Here, our keynote address by Dean Regas, outreach astronomer with the historic Cincinnati Observatory and cohost of Star-Gazers on PBS.
10:00 PM: Get a laser-guided tour of the night sky and learn the shapes of the constellations.
All evening: there will be a Children’s Sky Tour Treasure Hunt. See one of every type of celestial object for a prize!
Stay late and observe dozens of celestial objects until midnight through the many telescopes provided by the GLAAC members.
Vendors including Great Red Spot Astronomy, D’Jar meteorites, Wood Wonders, and others will have various astronomy products
including telescopes, binoculars, eyepieces, books and computer software on display and for purchase.
Visit our member clubs and sponsors in the pavilion. Participate in hands-on demonstrations, make-and-take
activities, find out which club is nearest to you.
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GLAAC is an association of amateur astronomy clubs in Southeastern Michigan who have banded together
to provide enjoyable, family-oriented activities that focus on astronomy and space sciences.
GLAAC is: The Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan University * Ford Amateur Astronomy Club * Oakland Astronomy
Club * Seven Ponds Astronomy Club * Student Astronomical Society - University of Michigan * Sunset Astronomical
Society * University Lowbrow Astronomers - Ann Arbor * Warren Astronomical Society * Huron-Clinton Metroparks

Sun Halo, Joe Tocco, July 5, 2014

Club Name & Website

City

Moon Ring, Jan. 10 2012, Bob Trembley

Meeting Times

Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan
University

Ypsilanti/EMU

Every Thursday at 7:30PM in 402 Sherzer

Capital Area Astronomy Club

MSU/Abrams
Planetarium

First Wednesday of each month 7:30 PM

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club

Dearborn

Fourth Thursday of every month (except
November and December) at 5:30 PM

Oakland Astronomy Club

Rochester

Second Sunday of every month (except May)

Seven Ponds Astronomy Club

Dryden

Monthly: generally the Saturday closest to
new Moon

Sunset Astronomical Society

Bay City/Delta
Second Friday of every month
College Planetarium

University Lowbrow Astronomers

Ann Arbor

Third Friday of every month

Warren Astronomical Society

Bloomfield Hills/
Cranbrook &
Warren/MCC

First Monday & third Thursday of every
month 7:30 PM
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Image Credit: Bob Trembley 5 June. 2012

Image Credit: Bob Trembley 16 April 2012

WAS members are invited to The Seven Ponds Astronomy Club
monthly meetings. Next meeting: Saturday, January 4, 7:00 PM
More information about upcoming meetings, maps to Seven Ponds
Nature Center, etc. is available at http://bhmich.com/sevenpondsac/.
Please let John Lines know if you might attend so that appropriate
plans can be made: (248) 969-2790, or jelines@yahoo.com

We’d like to see your photos and articles in the W.A.S.P.
Your contribution is ESSENTIAL! — This is YOUR publication!
Send items to: publications@warrenastro.org
Documents can be submitted in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx), Open Office (.ods), or Text (.txt)
formats, or put into the body of an email. Photos can be embedded in the document or attached to the
email and should be under 2MB in size. Please include a caption for your photos, along with dates

taken, and the way you ’d like your name to appear.
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